
When Mama comes to visit, we are assured of two things: There 
will be chocolate gravy for breakfast and there will be time on 
the porch. 

The older she gets and the more her legs ache? The more we sit. 

It’s always hard at first, this sitting – this slowing down of mind 
and spirit. It’s not that I’m used to doing or moving too much. 
It’s that I’m used to worrying that I do too little. My thoughts 
love to wander into areas that are spotted with “I should” and 
“don’t forget to.” 

No matter how fast I work, I can’t out run my mind. 

Still, I want time with Mama so I sit. I listen to Mama tell me 
how they are searching for a new preacher in our home church, 
how she isn’t sure she’ll be able to keep the family history book 
up to date now that Aunt Louise is gone.  

I tell her Colt’s speech therapy is going well and Benjamin loves 
his art class, that Jessie prayed for a kid who has been bullying 
him.  
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"My people will live in peaceful 
dwelling places, in secure 
homes, in undisturbed places of 
rest." 

                                    Isaiah 32:18

How to get caught up



We add another cup of bird seed to the feeders and call the boys 
out to see the cardinals and the robins and the smarty pants 
squirrel who hangs upside down to scrape out a snack. We bring 
out more chairs and make tea.  

By the middle of her trip, I’m reading to the boys by the dim 
shine of the patio lights. And when they can’t find me at the 
computer, or in the kitchen or down in the basement doing 
laundry, they know to look on the porch – where there is 
important work, too. 

Work toward being content, not only with what I have but with 
what I’ve gotten done. Work toward understanding that I might 
be able to simplify my life just by simply letting go of some of 
my own expectations. Work toward knowing that this needs to 
last after Mama goes home and I return to my normal routine. 
Work toward grasping that I need more than a vacation. I need a 
Sabbath. 

I need the sacred gift of rest, not just from tangible tasks that 
pile high but from the work orders my mind barks out. The “I 
should” and the “don’t forget to” are always clamoring for 
attention. They’ll take as much as they can get, especially when 
there are no limits, no hard stops. 

Sabbath interrupts the habit. It stops the running. It retrains the 
mind and nourishes the soul. And it teaches me that the more I 
ache from busyness and stress, the more I need to sit. The more I 
need time to rest and visit with God.

When your mind won't stop
Do you have margin in your day -- in your life? Do you allow 
yourself to rest and recharge?

God, we are very good at being busy -- at finding our value in what we do. 
Please help us to align our to-do list with yours. Let your priorities be our 
priorities. And, Lord, help us understand that you want us to rest. That it is 
in your will for us to be still. Amen.
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